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Abstract
Compositional multi-agent system design is a methodological perspective on multiagent system design based on the software engineering principles process and
knowledge abstraction, compositionality, reuse, specification and verification. This
paper addresses these principles from a generic perspective in the context of the
compositional development method DESIRE. An overview is given of reusable
generic models (design patterns) for different types of agents, problem solving
methods and tasks, and reasoning patterns. Examples of supporting tools are
described.

1 Introduction
The area of Component-Based Software Engineering is currently a well-developed area of
research within Software Engineering; e.g., [15], [27], [42], [43]. More specific approaches
to component-based design of agents are often restricted to object-oriented implementation
environments, usually based on Java [2], [23], [36]. In these approaches, agents are often
kept simple; rarely knowledge-based architectures are covered, and if so, only with only
agents that are based on one knowledge base [38]. Techniques for complex, knowledgeintensive tasks and domains developed within Knowledge Engineering play no significant
role. In contrast, this paper addresses the design of component-based intelligent agents in
the sense that (1) the agents can be specified on a conceptual (design) level instead of an
implementation level, and (2) specifications exploit knowledge-based techniques as
developed within Knowledge Engineering, enabling the design of more complex agents, for
example for knowledge-intensive applications.
The compositional multi-agent design method DESIRE (DEsign and Specification of
Interacting REasoning components) supports the design of component-based autonomous
interactive agents. Both the intra-agent functionality (i.e., the expertise required to perform
the tasks for which an agent is responsible in terms of the knowledge, and reasoning and
acting capabilities) and the inter-agent functionality (i.e., the expertise required to perform
and guide co-ordination, co-operation and other forms of social interaction in terms of
knowledge, and reasoning and acting capabilities) are explicitly modelled. DESIRE views
the individual agents and the overall system as compositional structures - hence all
functionality is designed in terms of interacting, compositionally structured components. In
this paper an overview is given of the principles behind this design method. Sections 2
briefly discusses the process of design and the role of compositionality within this process.
Section 3 discuuses the problem analysis and requirements elicitation process. Section 4
introduces the elements used to specify conceptual design and detailed design: process
composition, knowledge composition and their relationships. Design rationale and
verification is discussed in Section 5. Section 6 discusses the notion of component-based

generic models that form the basis of reuse during design processes. The availability of a
large variety of such generic models for agents and tasks forms an important basis of the
design method. In this section a number of these models are presented. Section 7 briefly
discusses the graphical software environment to support the design process. Section 8
concludes the paper with a discussion.

2 The design process and types of compositionality
The design of a multi-agent system is an iterative process, which aims at the identification
of the parties involved (i.e., human agents, system agents, external worlds), and the
processes, in addition to the types of knowledge needed. Conceptual descriptions of specific
processes and knowledge are often first attained. Further explication of these conceptual
design descriptions results in detailed design descriptions, most often in iteration with
conceptual design. During the design of these models, partial prototype implementations
may be used to analyse or verify the resulting behaviour. On the basis of examination of
these partial prototypes, new designs and prototypes are generated and examined, and so on
and so forth. This approach to evolutionary development of systems, is characteristic to the
development of multi-agent systems in DESIRE.
During a multi-agent system design process, DESIRE distinguishes the following
descriptions (see Figure 1):
•
•
•
•
•

problem description
conceptual design
detailed design
operational design
design rationale

The problem description includes the requirements imposed on the design. The rationale
specifies the choices made during design at each of the levels, and assumptions with respect
to its use.

Detailed
Design

Design Rationale

Problem Description

Conceptual
Design

Operational
Design

Figure 1 Problem description, levels of design and design rationale
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The relationship between the levels of design (conceptual, detailed, operational) is welldefined and structure-preserving. The conceptual design includes conceptual models for
each individual agent, the external world, the interaction between agents, and the
interaction between agents and the external world. The detailed design of a system, based
on the conceptual design, specifies all aspects of a system’s knowledge and behaviour. A
detailed design provides sufficient detail for operational design. Prototype
implementations, are automatically generated from the detailed design.
There is no fixed sequence of design: depending on the specific situation, different types
of knowledge are available at different points during system design. The end result, the
final multi-agent system design, is specified by the system designer at the level of detailed
design. In addition, important assumptions and design decisions are specified in the design
rationale. Alternative design options together with argumentation are included. On the basis
of verification during the design process, properties of models can be documented with the
related assumptions. The assumptions define the limiting conditions under which the model
will exhibit specific behaviour.
Compositionality is a general principle that refers to the use of components to structure a
design. Within the DESIRE method components are often complex compositional
structures in which a number of other, more specific components are grouped. During
design different levels of process abstraction are identified. Processes at each of these levels
(except the lowest level) are modelled as (process) components composed of components at
the adjacent lower level.
Processes within a multi-agent system may be viewed as the result of interaction
between more specific processes. A complete multi-agent system may, for example, be seen
to be one single component responsible for the performance of the overall process. Within
this one single component a number of agent components and an external world may be
distinguished, each responsible for a more specific process. Each agent component may, in
turn, have a number of internal components responsible for more specific parts of this
process. These components may themselves be composed, again entailing interaction
between other more specific processes.
The ontology used to express the knowledge needed to reason about a specific domain
may also be seen as a single (knowledge) component. This knowledge structure may be
composed of a number of more specific knowledge structures which, in turn, may again be
composed of other even more specific knowledge structures.
As shown in Figure 2 compositionality of processes and compositionality of knowledge
are two separate, orthogonal dimensions. The compositional knowledge structures are
referenced by compositional process structures, when needed.
compositionality of knowledge

compositionality
of processes

Figure 2 Compositionality of processes and compositionality of knowledge
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Compositionality is a means to acquire information and process hiding within a model:
by defining processes and knowledge at different levels of abstraction, unnecessary detail
can be hidden. Compositionality also makes it possible to integrate different types of
components in one agent. Components and groups of components can be easily included in
new designs, supporting reuse of components at all levels of design.

3. Problem Description and Requirements Elicitation
Which techniques are used to acquire a problem description is not pre-defined. Techniques
vary in their applicability, depending on, for example, the situation, the task, the type of
knowledge on which the system developer wishes to focus. Acquisition of requirements to
be imposed on the system as part of the problem description is crucial. These requirements
are part of the initial problem definition, but may also evolve during the development of a
system.
Requirements Engineering is a well-studied field of research. In recent years
requirements engineering for distributed and agent systems has been studied, e.g., [19],
[20], [21], [25], [33]. At the level of the multi-agent system, requirements are related to the
dynamics of interaction and co-operation patterns. At the level of individual agents,
requirements are related to agent behaviour. Due to the dynamic complexity, analysis and
specification of such requirements is a difficult process.
Requirements can be expressed in an informal, semi-formal or formal manner. In the
context described above, the following is an informally expressed requirement for the
dynamics of the multi-agent system as a whole:
R2:

Each service request must be followed by an adequate service proposal after a certain time delay.

In a structured, semi-formal manner, this requirement can be expressed as follows:
if at some point in time
an agent A outputs:
then at a later point in time
agent B outputs:
and at a still later point in time
agent A outputs:

a service request, to an appropriate other agent B
a proposal for the request, to agent A
proposal is accepted, to agent B

The following temporal formalisation is made:
∀

, t, A

holds(state

∃ B
, t, output(A)), communication_from_to(request(r), A, B)

⇒∃ t2 ≥ t1 ≥ t holds(state(M , t1, output(B) ), communication_from_to(proposal_for(p, r), B, A) )
∧ holds(state(

, t2, output(B)), communication_from_to(accepted_proposal_for(p, r), A, B)) ] ]

The formal language used is comparable to situation calculus (e.g., compare holdsto the
holds-predicate in situation calculus), but with explicit variables for traces and time. The
expression
holds(state(

, t, output(A)), communication_from_to(request(r), A, B))

means that within trace

at time point t a communication statement
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communication_from_to(request(r), A, B)

is placed in the output interface of agent A. Here a trace is a sequence over time of threevalued information states of the system, including input and output information states of all
of the agents, and their environment. The time frame can be discrete, or a finite variability
assumption can be used. For further details on the use of this predicate logic temporal
language, see [25].
Besides requirements on the dynamics of the overall multi-agent system, also
requirements can be expressed on the behaviour of single agents. For example, an agent
who is expected to adequately handle service requests should satisfy the following
behaviour requirements:
A1: If the agent B receives a request for a service from a client A
And
the necessary information regarding this client is not available
Then agent B issues a request for this information to that client.

Requirements on the dynamics of a multi-agent system are at a higher process abstraction
level than the behaviour requirements on agents.

4. Conceptual Design and Detailed Design
Conceptual and detailed designs consist of specifications of the following three types:
• process composition,
• knowledge composition,
• the relation between process composition and knowledge composition.
These three types of specifications are discussed in more detail below.
4.1

Process Composition

Process composition identifies the relevant processes at different levels of (process)
abstraction, and describes how a process can be defined in terms of lower level processes.
Depending on the context in which a system is to be designed two different views can be
taken: a task perspective, and a multi-agent perspective. The task perspective refers to the
view in which the processes needed to perform an overall task first are identified. These
processes (or sub-tasks) are then delegated to appropriate agents and the external world,
after which these agents and the external world are designed. The multi-agent perspective
refers to the view in which agents and an external world are first identified and then the
processes within each agent and within the external world.
4.1.1 Identification of processes at different levels of abstraction
Processes can be described at different levels of abstraction; for example, the processes for
the multi-agent system as a whole, processes within individual agents and the external
world, processes within task-related components of individual agents.
Modelling a process
The processes identified are modelled as components. For each process the types of
information used as input and resulting as output are identified and modelled as input and
output interfaces of the component.
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Modelling process abstraction levels
The levels of process abstraction identified are modelled as abstraction/specialisation
relations between components at adjacent levels of abstraction: components may be
composed of other components or they may be primitive. Primitive components may be
either reasoning components (for example based on a knowledge base), or, alternatively,
components capable of performing tasks such as calculation, information retrieval,
optimisation, et cetera.
The identification of processes at different abstraction levels results in specification of
components that can be used as building blocks, and of a specification of the subcomponent relation, defining which components are a sub-component of a which other
component. The distinction of different process abstraction levels results in process hiding.
4.1.2 Composition
The way in which processes at one level of abstraction in a system are composed of
processes at the adjacent lower abstraction level in the same system is called composition.
This composition of processes is described not only by the component/sub-component
relations, but in addition by the (possibilities for) information exchange between processes
(static view on the composition), and task control knowledge used to control processes and
information exchange (dynamic view on the composition).
Information exchange
Information exchange defines which types of information can be transferred between
components and the information links by which this can be achieved. Within each of the
components private information links are defined to transfer information from one
component to another. In addition, mediating links are defined to transfer information from
the input interfaces of encompassing components to the input interfaces of the internal
components, and to transfer information from the output interfaces of the internal
components to the output interface of the encompassing components.
Task control knowledge
Components may be activated sequentially or they may be continually capable of
processing new input as soon as it arrives (awake). The same holds for information links:
information links may be explicitly activated or they may be awake. Task control
knowledge specifies under which conditions which components and information links are
active (or made awake). Evaluation criteria, expressed in terms of the evaluation of the
results (success or failure), provide a means to further guide processing.
Task control knowledge specifies when and how processes are to be performed and
evaluated. Goals of a process are defined by the task control foci together with the extent to
which they are to be pursued. Evaluation of the success or failure of a process’s
performance is specified by evaluation criteria together with an extent. Processes may be
performed in sequence or in parallel, some may be continually “awake’, (e.g., able to react
to new input as soon as it arrives), others may need to be activated explicitly.
4.2 Knowledge Composition
Knowledge composition identifies knowledge structures at different levels of (knowledge)
abstraction, and describes how a knowledge structure can be defined in terms of lower level
knowledge structures. The knowledge abstraction levels may correspond to the process
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abstraction levels, but this is not often the case; often the matrix depicted in Figure 2 shows
an m to n correspondence between processes and knowledge structures, with m, n > 1.
4.2.1 Identification of knowledge structures at different abstraction levels
The two main structures used as building blocks to model knowledge are: information types
and knowledge bases. These knowledge structures can be identified and described at
different levels of abstraction. At the higher levels details can be hidden. The resulting
levels of knowledge abstraction can be distinguished for both information types and
knowledge bases.
Information types
An information type defines an ontology (lexicon, vocabulary) to describe objects or terms,
their sorts, and the relations or functions that can be defined on these objects. Information
types are defined as signatures (sets of names for sorts, objects, functions, and relations) for
order-sorted predicate logic. Information types can be specified in graphical form, or in
formal textual form.
Knowledge bases
Knowledge bases use ontologies defined in information types. Relations between
information types and knowledge bases define precisely which information types are used.
The relationships between the concepts specified in the information types are defined by the
knowledge bases during detailed design.
4.2.2 Composition of knowledge structures
Information types can be composed of more specific information types, following the
principle of compositionality discussed above. Similarly, knowledge bases can be
composed of more specific knowledge bases. The compositional structure is based on the
different levels of knowledge abstraction distinguished, and results in information and
knowledge hiding.
4.3 Relation between Process Composition and Knowledge Composition
Each process in a process composition uses knowledge structures. Which knowledge
structures (information types and knowledge bases) are used for which processes is defined
by the relation between process composition and knowledge composition. The cells within
the matrix depicted in Figure 2 define these relations.

5. Design Rationale and Compositional Verification
The design rationale behind a design process describes the relevant properties of a system
in relation to the design requirements and the relevant assumptions. The initial requirements
are stated in the initial problem description, others originate during a design process, and
are added to the problem description. Important design decisions are made explicit, together
with some of the alternative choices that could have been made, and the arguments in
favour of and against the different options. At the operational level the design rationale
includes decisions based on operational considerations, such as the choice to implement a
parallel process on one or more machines, depending on the available capacity. This
information is of particular importance for verification.
Requirements imposed on multi-agent systems designed to perform complex and
interactive tasks are often requirements on the behaviour of the agents and the system. As in
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non-trivial applications the dynamics of a multi-agent system and the control thereof are of
importance, it is vital to understand how system states change over time. In principle, a
design specifies which changes are possible and anticipated, and which behaviour is
intended. To obtain an understanding of the behaviour of a compositional multi-agent
system, its dynamics can be expressed by means of the evolution of information states over
time. If information states are defined at different levels of process abstraction, behaviour
can be described at different levels of process abstraction as well.
The purpose of verification is to prove that, under a certain set of assumptions, a system
adheres to a certain set of properties, for example the design requirements. A compositional
multi-agent system verification method takes the process abstraction levels and the related
compositional structure into account. In [18], [30], and [6] a compositional verification
method is described and applied to diagnostic reasoning, co-operative information gathering
agents, and negotiating agents, respectively. The verification process is done by a
mathematical proof (i.e., a proof in the form to which mathematicians are accustomed) that
the specification of the system, together with the assumptions, imply the properties that a
system needs to fulfil. The requirements are formulated formally in terms of temporal
semantics. During the verification process the requirements of the system as a whole are
derived from properties of agents (one process abstraction level lower) and these agent
properties, in turn, are derived from properties of the agent components (again one
abstraction level lower).
Primitive components (those components that are not composed of others) can be
verified using more traditional verification methods for knowledge-based systems (if they
are specified by means of a knowledge base), or other verification methods tuned to the
type of specification used. Verification of a (composed) component at a given process
abstraction level is done using
• properties of the sub-components it embeds
• a specification of the process composition relation
• environmental properties of the component (depending on the rest of the system,
including the world).
This introduces compositionality in the verification process: given a set of environmental
properties, the proof that a certain component adheres to a set of behavioural properties
depends on the (assumed) properties of its sub-components, and the composition relation:
properties of the interactions between those sub-components, and the manner in which they
are controlled. The assumptions under which the component functions properly, are the
properties to be proven for its sub-components. This implies that properties at different
levels of process abstraction play their own role in the verification process. Compositional
verification has the following advantages; see also [1], [26], [30]:
• reuse of verification results is supported (refining an existing verified
compositional model by further decomposition, leads to verification of the refined
system in which the verification structure of the original system can be reused).
• process hiding limits the complexity of the verification per abstraction level.
A condition to apply a compositional verification method described above is the availability
of an explicit specification of how the system description at an abstraction level is
composed from the descriptions at the adjacent lower abstraction level.
The formalised properties and their logical relations, resulting from a compositional
verification process, provide a more general insight in the relations between different forms
of behaviour. For example, in [18] different properties of diagnostic reasoning and their
logical relations have been formalised in this manner, and in [30] the same has been done
for pro-activeness and reactiveness properties for co-operative information gathering
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agents. In [6] termination and successfulness properties for negotiation processes are
analysed.

6. Reusability and Generic Models
The iterative process of modelling processes and knowledge is often resource-consuming.
To limit the time and expertise required to design a system a development method should
reuse as many elements as possible. Within a compositional development method, generic
agent models and task models, and existing knowledge structures (ontologies and
knowledge bases) may be used for this purpose. Which models are used, depends on the
problem description: existing models are examined, discussed, rejected, modified, refined
and/or instantiated in the context of the problem at hand. Initial abstract descriptions of
agents and tasks can be used to generate a variety of more specific agent and task
descriptions through refinement and composition (for which existing models can be
employed as well).
Agent models and task models can be generic in two senses: with respect to the
processes (abstracting from the processes at the lower levels of process abstraction), and
with respect to the knowledge (abstracting from lower levels of knowledge abstraction, e.g.,
a specific domain of application). Often different levels of genericity of a model may be
distinguished. A refinement of a generic model to lower process abstraction levels, resulting
in a more specific model is called a specialisation. A refinement of a generic model to
lower knowledge abstraction levels, e.g., to model a specific domain of application, is
called an instantiation. Compositional system design focuses on both aspects of genericity,
often starting with a generic agent model. This model may be modified or refined by
specialisation and instantiation. The process of specialisation replaces a single ‘empty’
component of a generic model by a composed component (consisting of a number of subcomponents). The process of instantiation takes a component of a generic model and fills it
with (domain) specific information types and knowledge bases. During these refinement
processes components can also be deleted or added. The compositional structure of the
design is the basis for performing such operations on a design.
The applicability of a generic agent model depends on the basic characteristics of an
agent in the problem description. The applicability of a generic task model for agentspecific tasks depends not only on the type of task involved, but also the way in which the
task is to be approached. Since the availability of a variety of generic models is crucial for
the quality of support that can be offered during a design process, in this section a number
of generic models available in DESIRE are discussed.
6.1 Generic Agent Models
Characteristics of automated agents vary significantly depending on the purposes and tasks
for which they have been designed. Agents may or may not, for example, be capable of
communicating with other agents. A fully reactive agent may only be capable of reacting to
incoming information from the external world. A fully cognitive and social agent, in
comparison, may be capable of planning, monitoring and effectuating co-operation with
other agents. Which agent models are most applicable to a given situation (possibly in
combination) is determined during system design. Generic models for weak agents, cooperative agents, BDI-agents and deliberative normative agents are briefly described below.
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action and observation info from ast
communication info from ast

Figure 3 Generic model for the weak agent notion

6.1.1 Generic Model for the Weak Agent Notion: GAM
The Generic Agent Model (GAM) depicted in Figure 3 supports the notion of a weak agent,
for which autonomy, pro-activeness, reactiveness and social abilities are distinguished as
characteristics; cf. [44]. This type of agent:
• reasons about its own processes (supporting autonomy and pro-activeness)
• interacts with and maintains information about other agents (supporting social abilities,
and reactiveness and pro-activeness with respect to other agents)
• interacts with and maintains information about the external world (supporting
reactiveness and pro-activeness with respect to the external world).
The six components are: Own Process Control (OPC), Maintenance of World Information
(MWI), World Interaction Management (WIM), Maintenance of Agent Information (MAI),
Agent Interaction Management (AIM), and Agent Specific Tasks (AST). The processes
involved in controlling an agent (e.g., determining, monitoring and evaluating its own goals
and plans) but also the processes of maintaining a self model are the task of the component
Own Process Control. The processes involved in managing communication with other
agents are the task of the component Agent Interaction Management. Maintaining
knowledge of other agents’ abilities and knowledge is the task of the component
10

Maintenance of Agent Information. Comparably, the processes involved in managing
interaction with the external (material) world are the task of the component World
Interaction Management. Maintaining knowledge of the external (material) world is the task
of the component Maintenance of World Information. The specific task for which an agent
is designed (for example: design, diagnosis), is modelled in the component Agent Specific
Task. Existing (generic) task models may be used to further specialise this component; see
Section 6.2.
6.1.2 Generic Co-operative Agent Model: GCAM
If an agent explicitly reasons about co-operation with other agents, the generic model for a
weak agent depicted in Figure 3 can be extended to include an additional component for cooperation management. This component, the Co-operation Management component
includes the knowledge needed to acquire co-operation, as shown in Figure 4.

Cooperation Management task control
monitoring info

incoming project info

Monitor
Project

Generate
Project
required project

own generated project

required monitoring info
monitoring info to output

info on other agents
required info on other agents
commitments to output

Figure 4 Refinement of Co-operation Management in the generic co-operative agent model GCAM

To achieve co-operation between a number of agents requires specific plans devised
specifically for this purpose. These plans are the result of reasoning by the component
Generate Project. This component identifies commitments needed for all agents involved,
and modifies existing plans when necessary.
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Figure 5 Composition of the component Generate Project in GCAM

The composition of the component Generate Project in Figure 5 includes the two
components Prepare Project Commitments (for composing an initial project team) and
Generate and Modify Project Recipe (to determine a detailed schedule for the project, in
interaction with the project team members) for these two purposes. Execution of a plan,
also part of co-operation, is monitored by each individual agent involved. This is the task of
the component Monitor Project. The two sub-components of this component depicted in
Figure 6, Assess Viability (to determine the feasibility of a plan) and Determine
Consequences (consequences of changes for the agents involved). The generic model of a
cooperative agent is based on the approach put forward in [28]. For a more detailed
explanation of the composition of processes, the knowledge involved and the interaction
between components, see [9].

Monitor Project - task control

assessment info to output

Determine
Consequences

Assess
Viability

project info

assessment info to DC

info on project changes

Figure 6 Composition of the the component Monitor Project in GCAM
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6.1.3 Generic Model of a BDI-Agent: GBDIM
An agent that bases its control of its own processes on its own beliefs, desires,
commitments and intentions is called a BDI-agent. The BDI-agent model is a refinement of
the model for a weak agent GAM. The refinement of own process control in the Generic
Model for BDI-agents, GBDIM, is shown in Figure 7.

own process control task control
transfer_desire_info_for_bd

belief
determination

transfer_belief_
info_for_dd

desire
determination

transfer_world_and_
agent_info

transfer_desire_info_for_id
transfer_belief_info

intention and
commitment
determination

transfer_committed_goal_
and_plan_info

transfer_belief_info_for_id
transfer_ic_info_for_bd

Figure 7 Refinement of the component Own Process Control in the generic BDI-agent model GBDIM

Beliefs, desires, and intentions together with commitments, are determined in separate
components with interaction between all three. A distinction is made between (1) intentions
and commitments with respect to goals, and (2) intentions and commitments with respect to
plans. This distinction involves different types of knowledge and, as a result, is modelled
by two different components as depicted in Figure 8.

intention and commitment determination task control

goal
determination

plan
determination

Figure 8 Refinement of the component Intention and Commitment determination
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Please note that the influence of intentions and commitments with respect to goals directly
influences intentions and commitments with respect to plans, and vice versa. For more
detail see [8].

Own Process Control
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goal control
normative meta goals

Goal
Management

goal information

selected goals
belief info to nm

Norm
Management

plan control
norms
belief info to gm

Plan
Management

selected actions

monitor information
evaluation info

Figure 9 A Generic Model for a Deliberative Normative Agent: GDNM

6.1.4 Generic Model of a Deliberative Normative Agent: GDNM
In many agent societies norms are assumed to play a role. It is claimed that not only
following norms, but also the possibility of ‘intelligent’ norm violation are of importance.
Principles for agents that are able to behave deliberatively on the basis of explicitly
represented norms are identified and incorporated in a generic model for a deliberative
normative agent. Using this agent model, norms can be communicated, adopted and used as
meta-goals on the agent’s own processes. As such they have impact on deliberation about
goal generation, goal selection, plan generation and plan selection.
This generic model for an agent that uses norms in its deliberative behaviour is a
refinement of the generic agent model GAM. A new component is included for society
information, the component Maintenance of Society Information (MSI) at the top level and
the component Own Process Control is refined as shown in Figure 9. For more details, see
[16].
6.2 Generic Models of Problem Solving Methods and Tasks
The specific tasks for which agents are designed vary significantly. Likewise the variety of
tasks for which generic models based on specific problem solving methods have been
developed is wide: diagnosis, design, process control, planning and scheduling are
examples of tasks for which generic models are available. In this section compositional
generic task models (developed in DESIRE) for the first three types of tasks are briefly
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described. These task models can be combined with any of the agent models described
above: they can be used to specialise the agent specific task component.
6.2.1 A Generic Model for Diagnostic Tasks: GDIM
Tasks specifically related to diagnosis are included in the generic task model of diagnosis
(for a top level composition, see Figure 10). This generic model (the Generic DIagnosis
Model GDIM) is based on determination and validation of hypotheses. It subsumes both
causal and anti-causal diagnostic reasoning. Application of this generic model for both
types of diagnosis is discussed in [13].

diagnostic reasoning system task control

focus info

hypothesis
determination

hyp target info
hypotheses

observation info

hypothesis

required
observations

validation

diagnosis

assessments

symptoms presence

Figure 10 Generic task model of Diagnosis: GDIM

The component Hypothesis Determination is used to dynamically focus on certain
hypotheses during the process. Hypothesis Validation includes determination of the
observations (Observation Determination) needed to validate a hypothesis (which are
transferred to the external world to be performed), and evaluation of the results of
observation with respect to the hypothesis in focus (Hypothesis Evaluation).

hypothesis validation task control

to be observed

focus hyp to OD

observation
determination

predictions

hypothesis
evaluation

eval info

obs target
info to HE
obs info
to output

focus hyp to HE
obs info to HE
performed obs

Figure 11 Composition of the component Hypothesis Validation in GDIM
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6.2.2 A Generic Model for Design Tasks: GDEM
The compositional Generic DEsign Model (GDEM; see Figure 12) [10] is based on a
logical analysis of design processes and on analyses of applications, including elevator
configuration and design of environmental measures [14]. In this model Requirement
Qualification Sets Manipulation (component RQS Manipulation or RQSM), Design Object
Description Manipulation (component DOD Manipulation or DODM), and Design Process
Co-ordination (DPC), are distinguished as three separate interacting processes. The model
provides a generic structure which can be refined for specific design tasks in different
domains of application.
An initial design problem statement is expressed as a set of initial requirements and
requirement qualifications. Requirements impose conditions and restrictions on the
structure, functionality and behaviour of the design object for which a structural description
is to be generated during design. Qualifications of requirements are qualitative expressions
of the extent to which (individual or groups of) requirements are considered hard or
preferred, either in isolation or in relation to other (individual or groups of) requirements.
At any one point in time during design, the design process focuses on a specific subset of
the set of requirements. This subset of requirements plays a central role; the design process
is (temporarily) committed to the current requirement qualification set: the aim of
generating a design object description is to satisfy these requirements.

Design task control

design process objective description

Design
Process
Co-ordination

design process evaluation report
overall design
strategy to DODM
DODM process
evaluation report

overall design strategy to RQSM

RQS

DOD

DODM
results

RQSM process
evaluation report

RQS
Manipulation

intermediate RQS information

DOD
Manipulation

RQS information
intermediate DOD information

DOD
information

RQSM
results

intermediate DODM results

Figure 12 Composition of the Design Task: GDEM

During design the subsets of the set of requirements considered may change as may the
requirements themselves. The same holds for design object descriptions representing the
structure of the object to be designed.
The component Requirement Qualification Set Manipulation has four sub-components:
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• RQS modification: the current requirement qualification set is analysed, proposals for
modification are generated, compared and the most promising (according to some
measure) selected,
• deductive RQS refinement: the current requirement qualification set is deductively refined
by means of the theory of requirement qualification sets,
• current RQS maintenance: the current requirement qualification set is stored and
maintained,
• RQSM history maintenance: the history of requirement qualification sets modification is
stored and maintained.
The component Manipulation of Design Object Descriptions also has four sub-components:
• DOD modification: the current design object description is analysed in relation to the
current requirement set, proposals for modification are generated, compared and the
most promising (according to some measure) selected,
• deductive DOD refinement: the current design object description is deductively refined by
means of the theory of design object descriptions,
• current DOD maintenance: the current design object description is stored and maintained,
• DODM history maintenance: the history of design object descriptions modification is stored
and maintained.
More detail on this model can be found in [10]. In [11] the different levels of strategic
reasoning in the model are described in more detail, including the component Design
Process Co-ordination for the highest level of strategic reasoning.
6.2.3 A Generic Model for Process Control Tasks: GPCM
Process control involves three sub-processes: process analysis, simulation of world
processes, and plan determination. These sub-processes are represented explicitly at the
top-level of the Generic Process Control Model GPCM depicted in Figure 13.

process control task: task control
selected actions to process analysis

process
world obs info

evaluation information

analysis

plan
determination

spy points
proposed actions

current world
state for simulation

selected actions

finalisation
selected observations

simulated
world processes

simulation information

Figure 13 Process composition of process control: GPCM

Process Analysis involves evaluation of the process as a whole, and determination of the
observations to be performed in the external world. This is depicted below in Figure 14 in
the composition of the component Process Analysis.
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process analysis task control

performed world obs

plans for eval
world and
simulation
obs info
for evaluation

process
evaluation

determine
plans for determ obs

selected
observations

observations

eval info

evaluation information

Figure 14 Process composition of process analysis: information links

Note that two types of observations can be performed: incidental observations that
return an observation result for only the current point in time, and continuous observations
that continuously return all updated observation results as soon as changes in the world
occur.
6.3 Generic Models of Reasoning Patterns
An example of a generic model for a specific reasoning pattern, is a model for reasoning
patterns in which assumptions are dynamically added and retracted (sometimes called
hypothetical reasoning), is discussed. Reasoning with and about assumptions entails
deciding about a set of assumptions to be assumed for a while (reasoning about
assumptions), and deriving which facts are logically implied by this set of assumptions
(reasoning with assumptions). The derived facts may be evaluated; based on this evaluation
some of the assumptions may be rejected and/or a new set of assumptions may be chosen
(reasoning about assumptions). For example, if an assumption is chosen, and the facts
derived from this assumption contradict information obtained from a different source (e.g.,
by observation), the assumption may be rejected and the converse may be assumed.
Reasoning with and about assumptions is a reflective reasoning method. It proceeds by
the following alternation of object level and meta-level reasoning, and upward and
downward reflection:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

inspecting the information currently available (epistemic upward reflection),
determining a set of assumptions (meta-level reasoning),
assuming this set of assumptions for a while (downward reflection of assumptions),
deriving which facts follow from this assumed information (in the object level reasoning)
inspecting the information currently available (epistemic upward reflection),
evaluating the derived facts (meta-level reasoning)
deciding to reject some of the assumptions and/or to choose a new set of assumptions based on this
evaluation (meta-level reasoning).
and so on

As an example, if an assumption ‘a is true’ is chosen, and the facts derived from this
assumption contradict information that is obtained from a different source, the assumption
‘a is true’ may be rejected and the converse ‘a is false’ may be assumed. This reasoning
pattern also occurs in diagnostic reasoning based on causal knowledge.
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assumption
determination

assumption
hypotheses

evaluation

assumptions
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epistemic info

observation
result

external
predictions

prediction

world

observation results

Figure 15 A generic model for reasoning with and about assumptions: GARM

The generic model for reasoning with and about assumptions consists of four primitive
components: External world, Observation Results Prediction, Assumption Determination,
Assumption Evaluation (see Figure 15). The first two of these components represent the
object level, the last two the meta-level. The component Observation Result Prediction
reasons with assumptions, the two components Assumption Determination and Assumption
Evaluation reason about assumptions. Note that this generic reasoning model is applied,
among others, in de generic model for diagnosis GDIM presented in Section 6.2.1.
However, the model has other types of application as well. For example, on the basis of this
generic reasoning model, more specialised models have been designed for:
• a generic model for default reasoning with explicit strategic knowledge on resolution of
conflicting defaults (GDRM)
a
• generic model for reasoning on the basis of a Closed World Assumption (GCWARM),
with possibilities for context-sensitive informed and scoped variants of the Closed
World Assumption

7. Supporting Software Environment
The compositional design method DESIRE is supported by a software environment. The
DESIRE software environment includes a number of facilities. Graphical design tools
support specification of conceptual and detailed design of processes and knowledge at
different abstraction levels. A detailed design in DESIRE provides enough detail to be able
to develop an operational implementation automatically in any desired environment. An
implementation generator supports prototype generation of both partially and fully
specified models. The code generated by the implementation generator can be executed in
an execution environment. Screenshots of interaction with the tools illustrate the support
the tools provide. Figure 16 shows the result of the creation (by a mouse click, and then
filling the names) of two components Agent and the External World and two links between
the components. The precise specifications of these components and links are created in
interaction with the graphical editors to make the drawing, as shown in Figures 17 and 18.
Moreover, if within one of the components a compositional structure using subcomponents
is required, by a mouse click on this component a new drawing area can be opened, where
again components can be introduced.(zoom in).
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external world

Figure 16 Graphical design tool for process composition

Figure 17 depicts the initial specification of the Agent component in which, for example,
the input and output information types are defined. Figure 18 shows the specification of an
information link between the External World and the Agent. For example, the type of
information to be exchanged, namely action_info, is specified in this window. Figure 19
shows how information types are defined. The example information type temperatures
requires a new sort TEMP_VALUE.

Object Input Information Typ
Object Output Information Typ

Additional

Information Typ

e:

e: observation_result_info
observation_results
e: action_info

Specification:

Figure 17 Component editing window for a component
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external world

Information type:

Information type:

Figure 18 Editor for information links

Information type: temperatures

Information type References

Figure 19 Editor for information types
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8. Discussion
The basic principles behind compositional multi-agent system design described in this
paper (process and knowledge abstraction, compositionality, reusability, formal semantics,
and formal evaluation) are principles generally acknowledged to be of importance in both
software engineering and knowledge engineering. The operationalisation of these principles
within a compositional development method for multi-agent systems is, however, a
distinguishing element. Such a method can be supported by a (graphical) software
environment in which all three levels of design are supported: from conceptual design to
implementation. Libraries of both generic models and instantiated components, of which a
few have been highlighted in this paper, support system designers at all levels of design.
Generic agent models, generic task models and generic models of reasoning patterns help
structure the process of system design. Formal semantics provide a basis for methods for
verification - an essential part of such a method.
A number of approaches to conceptual-level specification of multi-agent systems have
been recently proposed. On the one hand, general-purpose formal specification languages
stemming from Software Engineering are applied to the specification of multi-agent
systems (e.g., [35], [40] for approaches using Z, resp. Z and CSP). A compositional
development method such as DESIRE is committed to well-structured compositional
designs that can be specified at a higher level of conceptualisation than in Z or VDM and,
in particular, allows for specification in terms of knowledge bases, which especially for
applications in information-intensive domains is an advantage. Moreover, designs can be
implemented automatically using automated prototype generators. In [34] an approach to
the composition of reactive system components is described. Specification of components
is done on the basis of temporal logic. Two differences with our approach are the following.
First, their approach is limited to reactive components. In our approach components are
allowed to be non-reactive as well. Another difference is that in their case specification of
the type of the composition of components is limited. In our case the task control
specification forms the part of the composition specification where the dynamics of the
composition is defined in a tailored manner, using temporal task control rules. This enables
to specify, for each composition, precisely the type of composition that is required. This is
also a difference with [35] and [40].
On the other hand, new development methods for the specification of multi-agent
systems have been proposed. These methods often commit to a specific agent architecture.
For instance, [32] describe a language on the one hand based on the BDI agent architecture
[39], and on the other hand based on object-oriented design methods.
In [42] an agent is constructed from components using a central message board within
the agent which manages the interaction between the agent’s components and integrates the
activity within the agent. Our approach is more general in the sense that a component-based
architecture of an agent (e.g., the model GAM) need not to commit to such a central
message-board; if desired, it is one of the architectural possibilities. Moreover, components
within DESIRE are more self-contained in the sense that they include knowledge bases and
relate to specific inference procedures and settings. In contrast, in [42] components are
quite heterogeneous; for example, a component can be just a knowledge base, which only
gets its dynamic semantics if it is processed by another component. Another difference is
that in [42] components are specified as a type of logic programs. It is not clear how
declarative and/or procedural semantics of these programs are defined. For example, they
allow component replacement as one of the steps in dynamics. This suggests dynamic
semantics that are on the programming level; how to define such semantics on a conceptual
level is far from trivial. In our approach semantics is defined on a conceptual design level
based on traces of compositional states.
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The Concurrent MetateM framework [22] is another modelling framework for multiagent systems. A comparison is discussed for the structure of agents, inter-agent
communication and meta-level reasoning (for a more extensive comparison, see [37]).
For the structure of agents, in DESIRE, the knowledge structures that are used in the
knowledge bases and for the input and output interfaces of components are defined in terms
of information types, in which sort hierarchies can be defined. Signatures define sets of
ground atoms. An assignment of truth values true, false or unknown to atoms is called an
information state. Every primitive component has an internal information state, and all
input and output interfaces have information states. Information states evolve over time.
Atoms are persistent in the sense that an atom in a certain information state is assigned to
the same truth value as in the previous information state, unless its truth value has changed
because of updating an information link.
Concurrent MetateM does not have information types, there is no predefined set of
atoms and there are no sorts. The input and output interface of an object consists only of the
names of predicates. Two valued logic is used with a closed world assumption, thus an
information state is defined by the set of atoms that are true.
In a DESIRE specification of a multi-agent system, the agents are (usually)
subcomponents of the top-level component that represents the whole (multi-agent) system,
together with one or more components that represent the rest of the environment. A
component that represents an agent can be a composed component: an agent task hierarchy
is mapped into a hierarchy of components. All (sub-)components (and information links)
have their own time scale.
In a Concurrent MetateM model, agents are modelled as objects that have no further
structure: all its tasks are modelled with one set of rules. Every object has its own timescale.
The communication between agents in DESIRE is defined by the information links
between them: communication is based on point-to-point or broadcast message passing.
Communication between agents in Concurrent MetateM is done by broadcast message
passing. When an object sends a message, it can be received y all other objects. On top of
this, both multi-cast and point-to-point message passing can be defined.
In DESIRE, meta-reasoning is modelled by using separate components for the object
and the meta-level. For example, one component can reason about the reasoning process
and information state of another component. Two types of interaction between object- and
meta-level are distinguished: upward reflection (from object- to meta-level) and downward
reflection (from meta- to object-level). The knowledge structures used for meta-level
reasoning are defined in terms of information types, standard meta-information type can
automatically be generated.
For meta-reasoning in Concurrent MetateM, the logic MML has been developed. In
MML, the domain over which terms range has been extended to incorporate the names of
object-level formulae. Execution of temporal formulae can be controlled by executing them
by a meta-interpreter. These meta-facilities have not been implemented yet.
The compositional approach to agent design in this paper has some aspects in common
with object oriented design methods; e.g., [5], [17], [41]. However, there are differences as
well. Examples of approaches to object-oriented agent specifications can be found in [4],
[31]. A first interesting point of discussion is to what the difference is between agents and
objects. Some tend to classify agents as different from objects. For example, [29] compare
objects with agents on the dimension of autonomy in the following way:
‘An object encapsulates some state, and has some control over this state in that it can only be
accessed or modified via the methods that the object provides. Agents encapsulate state in just the
same way. However, we also think of agents as encapsulating behaviour, in addition to state. An
object does not encapsulate behaviour: it has no control over the execution of methods – if an object
x invokes a method m on an object y, then y has no control over whether m is executed or not – it
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just is. In this sense, object y is not autonomous, as it has no control over its own actions. In
contrast, we think of an agent as having exactly this kind of control over what actions it performs.
Because of this distinction, we do not think of agents as invoking methods (actions) on agents –
rather, we tend to think of them requesting actions to be performed. The decision about whether to
act upon the request lies with the recipient.’.

Some others consider agents as a specific type of objects that are able to decide by
themselves whether or not they execute a method (objects that can say ‘no’), and that can
initiate action (objects that can say ‘go’).
A difference between the compositional design method DESIRE and object-oriented
design methods in representation of basic functionality is that within DESIRE declarative,
knowledge-based specification forms are used, whereas method specifications (which
usually have a more procedural style of specification) are used in object-oriented design.
Another difference is that within DESIRE the composition relation is defined in a more
specific manner: the static aspects by information links, and the dynamic aspects by
(temporal) task control knowledge, according to a pre-specified format. A similarity is the
(re)use of generic structures: generic models in DESIRE, and patterns (cf. [3], [23]) in
object-oriented design methods, although their functionality and compositionality are
specified in different manners, as discussed above.
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